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SIX AREAS OF GOVERNMENT 
FOCUS FOR SA MOTOR INDUSTRY

Minister of Trade, Industry and Competition, Ebrahim Patel, 
addressing the delegates at the annual NAAMSA Automotive 
Conference at the Kyalami Conference Centre. Seated behind 
him are the CEO of NAAMSA, Mike Mabasa (left) and the 
President of NAAMSA, Andrew Kirby.
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By RogeR HougHton

The Department of Trade, Industry 
and Competition, which is now 
headed up by Minister Ebrahim 
Patel, who was Minister of Economic 
Development for the past 10 years, 
has identified six focus areas to 
drive the South African automotive 
industry forward. He said that the 
government fully realised the impor-
tance of a healthy and growing motor 
industry, in terms of being a large 
scale employer, the largest manufac-
turing operation in the country and a 
very successful exporter.

Patel was speaking at the 
annual National Association of 
Automobile Manufacturers of South 
Africa (NAAMSA) Automotive 
Conference, in association with the 
Innovation Group and AutoTrader, 
at the Kyalami Conference Centre on 
August 22nd. The one-day conference 
was co-located with the four-day 
Festival of Motoring, presented 
by WesBank, and organised by 
Messe Frankfurt South Africa at 
the Kyalami Grand Prix Circuit 
in Midrand.

“The government is re-imag-
ining its industrialisation strategy, 
seeking ways to unleash private 
investment with re-energised gov-
ernment strategies, ensuring policy 
predictability and the efficient use of 
resources,” Patel told the large num-
ber of delegates at the conference, 
which was themed Re-Imagining the 
Future Together.

“We have already had many 
meetings with companies and 
organisations involved in my ambit 
of the economy since the State of the 
Nation Address, two months ago, 
and planning is going well.

“The Motor Industry 
Masterplan, which was announced 
last November, is an integral part of 

our planning with these latest initia-
tives. To do so effectively we will use 
six focus areas to support the policy’s 
2035 targets, which include growing 
production to 1% of global output, 
doubling employment, increasing 
local content to 60%, improving 
global competitiveness and achieving 
transformation across the value 
chain,” explained the Minister.

The first area of focus is expand-
ing existing markets and seeking 
new markets. Last year the motor 
industry exported products valued at 
R180 billion, which equated to 14% 
of the export basket, with R32 bil-
lion worth of these products going 
into Africa, which Patel said could 
grow significantly when the African 
Continental Free Trade Agreement 
comes into operation next year.

The second focus area is sup-
porting improved industry perfor-
mance by adapting new technologies, 
including those emanating from the 
global trends of electric vehicles and 
autonomous driving. The Minister 
said he believed SA could be a supply 
base for these advanced vehicles as a 
manufacturer and exporter without 
building a local infrastructure for 
these types of vehicle.

The third focus is to attract 
investment into the industry, with 
the aim of increasing localisation 
substantially. The seven OEMs have 
invested more than R35-million in 
the past five years and now the objec-
tive is to attract even more invest-
ment going forward, particularly 
in the component manufacturing 
segment. The government is support-
ing this drive and to this end the next 
government investment conference 
will be held from November 5–7.

The fourth focus area is 
transformation and the building of an 
inclusive economy with a non-racial 
society. Minister Patel stressed that 
the pace of transformation in all as-
pects of the local motor industry is far 
too slow. “It is a critical imperative to 
the success and sustainability of the 
industry,” he added. “To this end the 
national Automotive Transformation 
Fund of more than R4 billion – 
funded by the seven OEMs–will be 
activated to assist the establishment 
of black-owned companies and the 
training of their staff,” he said.

The fifth focus area is the 
availabilty of equitable spatial 
zones which can be developed into 
supplier parks and the like. Already a 
special economic zone (SEZ) is being 
planned for Tshwane which will have 
an area similar to 200 football fields. 
This aspect of support is to assist in 
improving the competitiveness in 
terms of cost and quality for locally 
made vehicles.

The sixth focus area is to 
improve the capability of State 
Owned Enterprises (SOEs), such as 
Eskom, through better cooperation 
between role-players to enhance 
the performances of SOEs using 
partnerships with private enterprises 
to develop best practices.

“In fact, through the entire value 
chain we need to develop partner-
ships and technology enhancements 
between government and private 
enterprise, industry and suppliers 
and industry and labour. We want 
a large and successful automotive 
industry infrastructure with the state 
providing an enabling environment,” 
concluded Minister Patel. ■
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MONTHLY SALES STATISTICS

the growing amount of advertising in AutoLive has made it necessary to relocate the four pages 
of detailed monthly vehicle sales analysis to the website www.autolive.co.za.

CLICK HeRe to access
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There was a lot of interest in buying new 
vehicles in July, with WesBank, No.1 in SA 
in asset and vehicle finance, receiving the 
highest number of applications for finance 
of any month so far this year. However, the 
overall market showed that this interest did 
not translate into actual sales with a decline 
of 3.7% compared to July 2018, despite July 
having the most selling days of the year, 
with 23.

“The high level of interest from 
would-be buyers was reassuring for the local 
motor industry but they must now try to 
understand why the conversion into actual 
sales was so low,” suggested Ghana Msibi, 
WesBank Executive head of Motor. “The 
probable cause was affordability, whether the 
choice was a new or used vehicle,” he added.

“Consumer behaviour in those 
deals that were concluded has also 
shifted significantly over the past 18 months 
towards a linked interest rate which means 
these buyers are expecting interest rates 
to decline over the period of the contract 
that would translate into savings over the 
contract term.

“While the small interest rate cut dur-
ing July was warmly welcomed by industry 
and consumers alike, it may take some more 
incentive from the Reserve Bank to jump-
start the economy and entice consumers 

back into the new vehicle market,” com-
mented Msibi. “While small, its effects will 
be enjoyed by household incomes in the 
longer term, but another cut before the end 
of the year will be welcome.

“The economy remains tough. 
Retrenchments across the board are hitting 
all sectors hard and the motor industry is 
feeling the effects of significantly reduced 
spending power. Consumers simply cannot 
afford to replace their vehicles, never 
mind enter the market for the first time,” 
concluded the WesBank executive.

NAAMSA Reports

NAAMSA said that the declining trend in 
new vehicle sales continued in July with ag-
gregate domestic sales of 46 077 units show-
ing a decrease of 3.7% compared to the same 
month last year. The year-on-year decline 
for 2019 over 2018 was also, coincidentally, 
3.7% down at 303 701 units.

An estimated 36 974 units or 80.2% of 
total sales in July went through the dealer 
network, with 14% going to the vehicle 
rental industry, 3.6% to industry fleets and 
2.2% to the government.

The passenger car market fell 8.2% to 
29 477 units, with rental cars contributing 

Editor’s Note
What a busy month August 
has been in the motor and 
related industries! There is 
so much to report on that we 
could hardly fit everything 
in on AutoLive’s regular 
24 pages.

As can be expected we 
place a lot of focus on the 
annual NAAMSA Automotive Conference, which took place 
on August 22nd and was co-located with the four-day  
Festival of Motoring at the Kyalami Grand Prix Circuit in 
Midrand. With various high-profile keynote speakers taking 
the stage and addressing various issues facing the industry, 
delegates came away with some hefty points to ponder.

Minister Ebrahim Patel, who heads up the Department 
of Trade, Industry and Competition, commented that six 
focus areas have been identified to drive the local automotive 
industry forward. He said that the government fully realised 
the importance of a healthy and growing motor industry, in 
terms of being a large scale employer, the largest manufactur-
ing operation in the country and a very successful exporter.

At the same time Andrew Kirby, the President of 
NAAMSA and President and CEO of Toyota SA Motors, told 
delegates that as much as R60-billion could be invested in 
the South African vehicle and component manufacturing 
industries in the next five years. This amount could be made 
up by R40-billion in direct investments by the seven vehicle 
manufacturers with an additional R20-billion going into 
component making.

According to Ghana Msibi, the Executive Head of the 
Motor Division of WesBank, the demands by consumers 
are not only changing these days but they are also becoming 
more demanding in the way they expect to be treated. He 
said that despite many changes in the way companies did 
business, some consumers still thought they were lagging 
behind in meeting their needs.

These were just some of the highlights at the confer-
ence that we feature in this issue, along with many other 
interesting reads.

The second annual Gumtree Women in Autos 
Conference was also hosted by The Festival of Motoring and 
honoured women from the automotive industry with peer-
nominated awards. Our hearty congratulations go out to the 
phenomenal ladies that were honoured this year.

There really is too much news in this issue to mention 
everything here. You’ll just have to browse these 24 pages and 
read for yourself.

Liana Reiners,
Editor
liana@autolive.co.za

To advertise in 
 contact

Liana Reiners on 083 407 4600 or email on 
liana@autolive.co.za
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Interest in Buying New Vehicles 
Didn’t Translate into Sales in July
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a substantial 19.7%. LCV sales were up 2.9% month on month, while medium 
vehicle sales were up 14.9% to 801 units, and heavy truck and bus sales 
improved 21.4% to 1 947 units.

However, there was good news on the export front with export sales of 
34 297 units representing an increase of 22% over July last year. Year-to-date 
vehicle exports at 216 658 units represent an improvement of 19.8% over the 
corresponding period last year.

NAAMSA continued by stating that the lowering of the interest rate by 
25 basis points as well as relief from lower fuel prices during July offered some 
reprieve for financially strained consumers. Meanwhile the ABSA Purchasing 
Managers’ Index measured 52,1 index points in July 2019, the first reading 
above the neutral 50-point mark since December 2018, signalling an expansion 
in activity.

The increase in sales in all commercial vehicle segments bodes well for the 
remainder of the year. However, in a low growth environment other structural 
reforms that deal with underlying issues in the economy need to complement 
the lowering in the interest rate for sustained improvement in business and 
consumer confidence going forward. The turnaround anticipated for the 
second half of the year has not realised in the new vehicle market yet.

The export performance, however, remains strong and industry vehicle 
production levels would continue to benefit from strong vehicle export sales.

NADA Has its Say

Mark Dommisse, the Chairman of the National Automobile Dealers’ 
Association (NADA), had this to say: “Affordability remains a key factor in the 
motorists’ purchasing decision with buying cycles being pushed out signifi-
cantly. We have seen a substantial drop in the luxury segment of the market 
with sales in the lower R300 000 and below price band seeing the lion’s share 
of the mix.

“On a positive note, Light Commercial Vehicle (LCV) sales at dealer 
level made a comeback, but year-on-year LCV sales are down. The Medium 
and Heavy Commercial Vehicle segments also showed a strong recovery 
this month.

“The continued decline in new vehicle sales reflects the current political 
and economic environment. Consumers will continue delaying decisions on 
big ticket items such as new vehicles until we have greater stability all round.

“As uncertainty continues to affect new vehicle sales, other areas of busi-
ness such as used and nearly new cars, as well as aftersales, remain key areas 
of focus for franchised retailers. Another interest rate cut in the fourth quarter 
will go a long way to help our struggling economy,” concluded Dommisse.

 ■ Overall dealer sales channel for July 2019 – 36 974 new vehicles (passenger 
and commercial vehicles) sold in July 2019 (July 2018: 37 947) showing a 
–2.6% variance in sales compared to the same month last year.

 ■ Month of July 2019 versus July 2018 – 251 960 new vehicles sold on dealer 
floors year-to-date to July 2019 (2018: 262 511) showing a −4.0% decline. ■

 continued from previous page
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Our training,
YOUR SALE!

On-line Sales Training Games
What is a Road to a Sale?

An on-line platform for your staff to Learn the Process of the Sales Journey, 
especially for new sales people entering the industry.

A comprehensive training Video from 1st point of Contact  
to following up Post delivery of the Vehicle.

Reduce Down Time – No need for Sales people to be away from the Dealership.  
All training is App Based and can be done anytime on Laptops, PC’s and Smart Phones.

Upskilling your staff with Ongoing Training.

Taylor make new training material to suit your needs.

Create a competitive atmosphere amongst your staff with  
Daily scoresheet updates tracking their learning.

Affordable Training made easy – Call and be surprised
Bionica Fourie – 061 506 9595

www.1huddle.co.za
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South Africa continues to languish in terms of 
its contribution to global vehicle production, but 
optimistic manufacturers still invest vast sums in 
their local operations, according to NAAMSA’s 
review for the second quarter of 2019. SA vehicle 
production ranked 22nd in the world in 2018 with a 
share of 0.64%, which was a marginal increase over 
the 0.62% in 2017, but capital investment in 2018 
was the second highest in history at R7.25 billion.

SA’s production has moved up from 357 000 
in 2000 to 611 000 last year – an increase of 71% – 
while global production almost doubled in that 
period, going from 58.4 million in 2000 to 95.63 
million in 2018. However, in terms of SA’s share of 
global production it has virtually stood still, having 
been at 0.61% in 2000 and now it is 0.64%.

The local industry fares slightly better in terms 
of light commercial vehicle production, ranking 
15th globally with a 1.24% share.

The current global vehicle population exceeds 
one billion vehicles, while SA’s current vehicle parc 
is around 12.46 million vehicles. SA’s production 
this year is expected to exceed 648 600 units.

Vehicle exports remain on track to achieve a 
new record in 2019 with export volume running 
19.3% ahead of the same period last year when 
a record 351 139 units were exported. Europe 

remains the biggest export destination, with a 
record 233 772 units sent to European countries 
last year, which was 22.7% higher than in 2017. 
Next best export market is Asia with 50 277 
units. Total exports in 2018 were 3.9% up on the 
2017 figure.

Meanwhile the six major OEMs in SA (Toyota, 
Volkswagen, Ford, Nissan, BMW, and Mercedes-
Benz) invested 7.25 billion in capital expenditure 
in 2018, focused mainly on product, local content, 
export investment and production facilities. As 
mentioned previously, this was the second highest 
amount in history, behind the R8.18 billion 
invested in 2017.

All vehicle segments, with the exception 
of the low volume medium commercial vehicle 
segment, declined year on year, whilst export sales 
continued to reflect substantial upward momen-
tum during the quarter.

Industry capacity utilisation levels reflect 
the prevailing business conditions in the various 
industry segments in terms of domestic and export 
sales, but some vehicle segments’ capacity was 
affected by low utilisation levels at two plants.

The latest NAAMSA forecasts for 2019, with 
2020 predictions in parentheses, are: Cars – 
363 000 (375 000); LCVs – 160 000 (165 000); 

Medium and heavy commercials – 27 500 (28 000); 
Total market – 550 500 (568 000).

NAAMSA looks ahead

NAAMSA expects that underlying demand 
conditions for new vehicles will remain weak for 
the remainder of the year. A close correlation exists 
between domestic new vehicle sales and the overall 
performance of the economy and the new vehicle 
market at present is merely mirroring the weak 
macro-economic climate in the country.

The current forecast for the South Africa 
economy is to expand by only 0.7% in 2019, 
half of what was estimated in January 2019. 
Consumer and business confidence levels are 
low, household disposable income remains under 
pressure due to rising costs of living and lower 
local and global economic growth forecasts con-
tinue to signal moderation in new vehicle sales. 
Demand for domestic new vehicles, particularly 
the new passenger car market, therefore, would 
continue to remain under pressure over the 
medium term

The upward momentum on the export side, 
however, remains strong and industry vehicle 
production levels would continue to benefit from 
strong vehicle export sales. ■

SA’s Vehicle Production Remains Low 
but Manufacturers Continue to Invest

http://www.autolive.co.za
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Monthly automotive news to and from Africa

The second annual Gumtree Women in Autos 
Conference, hosted by The Festival of Motoring 
at Kyalami on the 23rd of August, honoured 
women from the automotive industry with 
peer-nominated awards.

“A theme from last year’s event was Women 
honouring Women which is why we decided to 
let the motoring industry nominate candidates 
for their work across categories such as Human 
Resources, Admin and Finance, Marketing, Retail 
and Leadership. The public and their peers then 
voted for their favourites. We received hundreds of 
nominations and thousands of entries,” said Claire 
Cobbledick, GM of Gumtree South Africa.

The winners included:
 ■ Janine van der Post, Wheels24 – Winner: Excellence 

in Journalism
 ■ Marcia Mayaba, Dealer Principal: Barloworld Motor 

Retail – Winner: Excellence in Leadership
 ■ Emma Demmer, Dealer Principal: McCarthy 

Volkswagen Umhlanga – Winner: Excellence in 
Purchasing and/or Retail

 ■ Tashta Bhana, PR Manager: Audi South Africa – 
Winner: Excellence in Marketing & Communications

 ■ Lisa Mallett, Marketing & Communications 
Director: Jaguar Landrover South Africa – Winner: 
Excellent Performance as an Executive

 ■ Nolwazi Ntshingila, HR Clerk: McCarthy – Winner: 
Excellence in HR, Finance and/or Admin

There were also special nominations honouring 
race driver and road safety advocate Clare Vale, the 
first female to participate in the premier national 
Wesbank V8 Supercar series, as well as a special 
Career Achievement award for Gumtree’s own 
Linda du Preez, the first female fleet sales manager 
in South Africa.

The awards were preceded by inspiring 
speeches from top women in the industry 
including Inspectacar CEO Pertunia Sibanyoni, 

Nissan Africa Head of Corporate Relations 
and Communications Nthabiseng Motsepe, 
Commercial Director of NAACAM Shivani 
Singh, Ford CX manager Maja Smith and Head of 
Volkswagen Brand Martina Biene. ■

SA Vehicle Exports into Africa 
Tumbled in July

Exports of built-up vehicles from South Africa into other African countries 
tumbled by 16.6% to only 1 612 units in July compared to 1 933 units shipped 
a year ago.

Toyota was the big loser exporting only 339 units, which was less than 
half the 867 units shipped a year previously. The reason, according to 
Toyota, was the growing problem African countries have in finding foreign 
exchange to pay for imports and the availability of cheap used vehicles as 
an alternative.

This allowed Nissan to take top spot for the month with 706 exports, 
compared to only 414 a year ago. Isuzu’s exports were down from 326 to 281 
month-on-month, while Ford dropped from 109 in July 2018 to only 67 units 
exported into Africa last month. This was just ahead of Volkswagen (64) and 
Volvo Group trucks (63).

Only six countries took more than 100 of SA’s exports, with July 2018 
figures in parentheses: Ghana, 334 (145); Kenya, 200 (239); Mozambique, 160 
(113); Tanzania, 150 (152); Zimbabwe, 143 (301) and Zambia, 109 (106).

Year-to-date built-up vehicle exports are also down, but not so drasti-
cally. The drop was 3.3% from 13 436 in the first seven months of 2018 to 
12 997 units in the same period this year. However, to put the situation 
into context, four years ago the figure was 29 965 units for the January-July 
period in 2015.

Toyota retained its strong leadership position on this chart, with 5 263 
units exported compared to 3 876 for Nissan. Both figures were very similar 
to the situation a year previously. However, Isuzu went down from 1 996 
units to 1 645, while Ford fell from 1 382 to 919. Volkswagen reported 
exports of 319 units in the period, just ahead of the Volvo Group’s trucks and 
buses, on 309 units.

Kenya overtook Ghana by a small margin as the top destination. Figures 
for the only four countries to import more than 1 000 units from SA, with 
2018 figures in parentheses, were: Kenya, 1 838 (1 741); Ghana, 1 823 (1 920); 
Zambia, 1 184 (1 387) and Zimbabwe, 1050 (1 793). ■

Chinese Threat to New Vehicle 
Sales in African Countries

There is a new threat to sales of new vehicles in African countries and 
that is the fact that a Chinese company recently exported 300 used cars to 
buyers in a number of countries for the first time, according to an article in 
Automotive News China.

The problem is that one of these countries is in Africa, being Nigeria, 
which could herald a flood of used vehicles from this source into markets on 
the African continent. The other countries that received cars from this initial 
shipment were Cambodia, Myanmar, and Russia.

As mentioned earlier, this was the first shipment of used vehicles from 
China, which, until now, had restricted large scale exports of used vehicles 
in deference to domestic manufacturers who feared that poor vehicle quality 
could damage their reputation globally.

A Chinese commentator sees this first shipment of used vehicles from 
the world’s biggest new car markets as the first of many “and their impact 
will reverberate in world markets”.

This is a bad sign for South African vehicle manufacturers who are hop-
ing to grow their sales of new vehicles in other African countries and have 
been hoping for many years that more countries in Africa will try and stop 
or slow down used imports into their markets.

Japanese used vehicle exports often approach one million vehicles annu-
ally, while Singapore, South Korea, several European countries, and Canada 
also export significant numbers of used cars. The US ships about 800 000 
used vehicles to developing countries each year.

Another problem for new vehicle sellers into Africa is the fact that the 
used vehicle inventory in China is building. Last year 28 million new cars 
were sold in China and nearly 14 million used models, but soon the ratio will 
flip and the used car floodgates will open. China has 300 million registered 
vehicles – the largest fleet in the world – and it is just a matter of time before 
they are resold.

China will soon have more used vehicles to sell than any other country 
and its export business will inevitably grow into the world’s biggest. ■

Women in Automotive Sector honoured at Festival of Motoring

From left to right: Nunben Dixon, Head of Gumtree 

Auto; Linda du Preez, Sales Manager: Gumtree 

Auto, Emma Demmer, DP: McCarthy Volkswagen 

Umhlanga, Nolwazi Ntshingila, HR Clerk: McCarthy, 

Lisa Mallett, Marketing & Communications Director 

Jaguar Landrover and Jeff Osborne, Head of Key 

Accounts: Gumtree Auto.

http://www.autolive.co.za
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The way in which people shop has changed 
dramatically over the past few years. The days of 
window shopping in a mall or browsing in your 
favourite shop are mostly a thing of the past as 
consumers embrace the convenience and efficiency 
of online shopping. In fact, consumers are already 
spending $1.1 trillion online annually. And even if 
a purchase – albeit a vehicle, property, electronic 
equipment, or most any other consumer goods – 
still involves visiting a store or a showroom (i.e. a 
physical environment to engage the seller), a lot of 
online research is usually done beforehand.

However, there is one element that has – up to 
now – been missing from the digital experience: 
the human touch. And this is something that has 
troubled the team at LOR Technologies for the 
last 5 and a half years. The Human Touch is now 
considered to be the new “luxury item” when it 
comes to e-commerce and this is a trend that is fast 
developing globally.

Explained Rian van Jaarsveld, who is in charge 
of new business development at the company: “We 
have yet to see an online platform replicate the 
experience offered by the physical world to their 
online customers, because for some reason we treat 
online shoppers differently to physical shoppers 
when in fact they are the same people with the only 
difference being their consumer journey taken 
when approaching their purchase. Whether we’re 
trading in a store or online, we want an experience 
that is emotional and interactive. We want to chat, 
ask questions, listen, ponder and then decide. 
Mostly, you couldn’t do that online.”

Until now, that is. Enter Live Online 
Retail (LOR).

Simply put, LOR can be likened to walking 
into a dealership – or any store – to look around 
and then get personal one-on-one assistance if 
you want it. LOR replicates the physical world 
buying behaviour and psychology in the online 
e-commerce space, and treats the online buyer the 
same as a physical world buyer.

There are certain defined steps in this process. 
In a conventional retail environment, a prospective 
buyer will enter the shop and be noticed by the 
salesperson. A good salesperson will at this point 
offer assistance with specific context to the buyer’s 

needs, which will either be accepted or declined 
by the buyer. The buyer will then engage with the 
salesperson immediately with a specific query, or 
will decline assistance and simply browse the store. 
After this initial personal interaction there will be 
one of two possible outcomes: a sale will be made 
or the customer will exit the shop.

LOR works in much the same way, except that 
the buyer is online. LOR tracks the movements 
of potential buyers looking at online stock in real 
time, and offers sales representatives the oppor-
tunity to announce their availability and provide 

assistance at any point if required. And the beauty 
of the system is that no online queries or call-back 
requests, which require buyers to submit certain 
personal information, have to be submitted.

Traditionally, one of the challenges with online 
chat has been the speed of delivery; sometimes 
there is a huge lag.

According to Van Jaarsveld this frustrates 
the consumer. “It’s like being back in the physical 
world, but you are waiting in the queue for what 
seems to be ages. Consumers want instantaneous 
gratification and an instantaneous response. With 
LOR, we have attended to this issue so there is no 
lag, and it is given the overall solution with our 
LOR technology that allowed us to apply to have 
patents granted in the USA and Europe, with ap-
plications pending in both of these territories and a 
SA patent already issued.”

There are more benefits to LOR though.

continued on next page 

LOR Bridges the Digital Divide

LOR can be likened to walking 
into a dealership – or any store – 
to look around and then get 
personal one-on-one assistance if 
you want it.

The buyer will ... engage with the 
salesperson immediately with 
a specific query, or will decline 
assistance and simply browse 
the store.

REPRESENTATIVE VIEW

LOR COMPANY PROFILE  I JUNE 
2019

The representative can start a 

chat with a generic Auto 

Response which can be set up in 

the admin back end, or they can 

start with their own introduction.

BUYER VIEW

LOR COMPANY PROFILE  I JUNE 
2019

The Buyer and representative will 

exchange chats with the objective 

of a sale.
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With a physical store, the right person – who 
is suitably qualified – will assist you straight away. 
Unfortunately, with online, there was no solution 
like this before; you couldn’t get directly to the 
product specialist. Now you can. Furthermore, 
the customer is always in control in a physical 
showroom and this is replicated online with LOR. 
This new technology allows for normal chit-chat 
between consumer and seller.

It goes without saying that the seller also 
benefits from this interaction. It’s Sales 101 really: 
the more you interact with the prospective buyer 
the more likely you are to close the deal.

From an online dealership perspective, LOR 
enables the salesperson to monitor activity around 
any vehicle that is available to purchase. The system 
runs in real time so it immediately identifies when 
someone is on the website and also tracks what 
they are looking at. All this on an online dash-
board which is mobile and desktop friendly. And 
much like a physical shop or showroom, once that 
customer exits the door – or leaves the website – no 
information about that person is stored.

That has never been done in the online space 
and it is what makes LOR such an impressive 
achievement from a technical perspective.

“It’s fair to say that we managed to overcome 
certain traditional SQL query time-restraint chal-
lenges when it comes to the LOR programming. 
The latter is part of the LOR uniqueness, which is 
why we have proceeded to patent LOR internation-
ally,” enthused Van Jaarsveld.

The one area where online retail has a clear 
advantage over physical shops or showrooms is the 
trading hours. Shops close at some point during 
each day, websites don’t. LOR doesn’t keep normal 
trading hours either. It allows retailers to engage 
with their online audience at the peak and critical 
viewing times, which are normally after hours.

The creators of LOR are adamant that it offers 
tremendous value in the online e-commerce envi-
ronment, not only for eager salespersons, but also 
for managers who are keen to keep a watchful eye 
on sales performance. Data can be reviewed at any 
time, allowing the opportunity to identify possible 
areas of concern and where additional incentive or 
training is required. “We see this product working 
in most industries not only in the motor vehicle 
sector but in real estate, insurance and other 

services as well, the application and opportunities 
are endless,” explained Van Jaarsveld.

And speaking of training, LOR staff are avail-
able to lend a helping hand when required.

Dealers and other retailers who are ready to 
take their online activities to the next level by 
providing that important human touch can visit  
www.lortechnologies.com for additional 
information. Alternatively, contact Rian Van 
Jaarsveld on 082 994 2468 or send an e-mail to 
rian@lortechnologies.com. LOR Technologies 
is a standalone company that operates in the 
C2 Group.

Benefits of LOR
 ■ Better management of leads and product 

displays on site.
 ■ Engagement with customers from the beginning 

at their time of convenience.
 ■ Better qualification of customers early 

in engagement.
 ■ Not reliant on the call back by sales people.
 ■ Road to sale on products done upfront 

via engagement.
 ■ Improvement in relationship with customers.
 ■ Better understanding of representative skill level 

and where training is needed.
 ■ Better closing ratio.
 ■ Better sales all round. ■

 continued from previous page

REPRESENTATIVE VIEW

LOR COMPANY PROFILE  I JUNE 
2019

The representative or Supervisor/ Manager can review data on 

representative engagement and activity. This view can be customized 

to display the data in different formats and provide insights to 

representative performance.

Data can be reviewed at any 
time, allowing the opportunity to 
identify possible areas of concern 
and where additional incentive or 
training is required.

Shops close at some point during 
each day, websites don’t. LOR 
doesn’t keep normal trading 
hours either.

LOR enables the salesperson to 
monitor activity around any vehicle 
that is available to purchase. 
The system runs in real time so 
it immediately identifies when 
someone is on the website.
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WesBank and First National Bank (FNB) are 
joining forces to sponsor a Fuel Economy Tour of 
South Africa that will provide motorists not only 
with definitive fuel consumption figures but also 
indicative travelling times between major centres 
in the country.

The event, for standard production passenger 
cars and light commercials, will take place from 
November 12-16 and will involve a five-day drive on 
major roads from Johannesburg to Cape Town via 
Durban, East London, Port Elizabeth, and George, 
with a total combined distance of 2 500 km.

For many years there have been doubts about 
manufacturers’ claimed fuel consumption figures, 
which are obtained in laboratory conditions. So 
WesBank and FNB are now sponsoring an event 
dedicated to obtaining realistic fuel consump-
tion figures over a significant distance on roads 
well-travelled by South African motorists and 
transport companies. This data will be invaluable 
for potential vehicle buyers as they research which 
model to buy.

Disappointing fuel consumption from their 
new vehicles is the most common cause for 
complaint by South African motorists according 
to recent research conducted by Ipsos, which 
produces annual data on vehicle product quality 
and dealer service levels. Perceived poor fuel 
economy was the number one complaint for 11 
vehicle categories, from compact hatchbacks to 
bakkies in their latest product survey.

Members of the National Association of 
Automobile Manufacturers of South Africa 
(NAAMSA) were supportive of this planned 
WesBank Fuel Economy Tour in partnership with 
FNB when it was presented at a meeting with their 
senior executives last year. Subsequently, many 
individual manufacturers and importers have 
given their enthusiastic backing to the project.

The fact that WesBank and FNB, are 
partnering on this event as a joint venture – the 
WesBank Fuel Economy Tour in partnership 

with FNB – makes a lot of sense as it is relevant 
and beneficial for companies that are very much 
consumer facing and customer centric.

Commenting on the sponsorship of this 
new event Ghana Msibi, Executive Head of 
WesBank’s Motor Division, said: “WesBank is a 
perfect fit for this sponsorship as it will not only 
provide a valuable source of fuel economy data for 
consumers, but relates directly to the participating 
vehicles and the OEMs and dealers behind them. 
We are also pleased that this is a joint partnership 
with FNB as it shows that when strong brands 
collaborate it is a value-add situation with benefits 
for all stakeholders.”

Raj Makanjee, the CEO of Retail and Private 
Banking at FNB and RMB Private Bank, added: 
“The companies I control are the link to money 
management where transport costs, particularly 
rising fuel costs, are an increasing factor in the 
monthly budgets of both private motorists and 
businesses. Therefore, we are very pleased to be a 
partner in this Fuel Economy Tour which will have 
real benefits for our customers as it stresses the 
importance firstly of buying a fuel efficient vehicle 
and secondly of driving using the fuel-saving tips 
that will be highlighted through this event.”

The overall organiser of the event is Pretoria-
based public relations and marketing specialists 
Wilken Communication Management, with 
former multiple national motorsport cham-
pion Charl Wilken as the Project Leader and 
Operations Director.

“We have put together a very knowledgeable 
team of co-organisers with extensive experience in 
all aspects of motorsport in the form of Willie du 
Plessis and William Haddad,” explained Wilken. 
“Du Plessis will set the route, compile the road 
book (route schedule) and run the event, while 
Haddad is responsible for all things technical 
regarding the vehicles.

“The event will be staged under the auspices 
of Motorsport South Africa which controls all 

competitive driving on public roads, but we 
are encouraging entrants and competitors to 
consider it more as a form of holiday trip with 
the camaraderie and spirit one sees on the Italian 
Mille Miglia rally for classic cars,” added Wilken. 
“Above all we want those involved in the WesBank 
Fuel Economy Tour to enjoy themselves.”

The plan going forward is to make this an 
annual event over the same basic route so that 
ongoing comparisons and a meaningful list of 
vehicles with their realistic fuel consumption 
figures can be compiled.

The rules are very straight forward to ensure 
that the event is run as close as possible to the 
real-world conditions in which a normal motorist 
would drive the route.

The regulations cater for all standard 
production passenger cars and light commercial 
vehicles, which will be divided into classes based 
on whether the engines are petrol or diesel, 
turbocharged or normally aspirated, as well as the 
engine capacity. There will not be an overall win-
ner, but only class winners, with brands having the 
opportunity to win a special award for the brand 
with the lowest fuel consumption for three vehicles 
running in different classes.

“We want to keep the WesBank Fuel Economy 
Tour in partnership with FNB as simple as 
possible so that the results are representative of 
vehicles driven over these routes, often during 
holiday periods, so that we can compile a set of 
fuel consumption data that will be increased year 
by year,” concluded Wilken.

Several schools in KwaZulu-Natal, Eastern 
and Western Cape will benefit from the 
WesBank Fuel Economy Tour in partnership 
with FNB passing through these regions, thanks 
to the READ Educational Trust. Competitors 
in the Tour are being given the opportunity of 
donating box libraries containing books for 
both group and individual reading or sports kit 
to schools. ■

WesBank and FNB to Sponsor 
Definitive Fuel Economy Tour in SA
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One small part 
can make a 
big difference.  

With Volkswagen Genuine Filters now on offer for less, 
there are no more excuses to use non-genuine parts.
Non-genuine Filters that save in the short-term could cost more and have an adverse effect 
on your engine in the long run. 

For Genuine quality and uncompromised safety, speak to your nearest Volkswagen Dealer 
about this Genuine offer.

Offer valid until 31 October 2019.
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Snippets

Jeep is not going anywhere

Rumours started circulating in early August that 
Jeep was leaving South Africa. It was reported on 
Radio 702 in Gauteng with a comment that Fiat 
Chrysler Automobile (FCA) would issue a media 
release on the subject.

Subsequently Lesley Sutton, FCA Public 
Relations Manager, refuted the rumour in an 
e-mail to AutoLive, saying: “We (FCA) are not 
losing Jeep at all. That was all speculation by a 
listener (of 702) which caused serious ripples. 
We are not issuing a media release. All we did 
was to enlighten everyone concerned of the 
facts: Jeep is here to stay: we have launched the 
all-new Wrangler to the public (on sale at dealer-
ships), we have a refreshed the Jeep Renegade 
coming as well as a new engine for the Jeep 
Compass. We will be very visible at the Festival 
of Motoring.”

In reply to a further query as to whether or 
not the Jeep Gladiator one-ton bakkie is coming to 
South Africa, Lesley was non-committal, saying: 
“It is too soon to say”. ■

Renault May Cut Nissan 
Stake to Revive FCA Deal

According to a recent article in Automotive 
News, quoting the Wall Street Journal, Renault 
and Nissan have held discussions that would see 
Renault reduce its 43.4% stake in the Japanese 
company, changing the balance in their alliance, 
to pave the way for the reopening of merger talks 
between Renault and FCA.

This change in shareholding would need the 
approval of the French government, which owns 
15% of Renault.

Merger talks between FCA and Renault 
collapsed in June when Fiat’s controlling 
Agnelli family walked away from a possible 
deal as the French government sought more 
time to convince their unsupportive alliance 
partner Nissan. ■

What is Happening 
to Carlos Ghosn

Swiss prosecutors are now assisting Japanese 
authorities in their investigations into charges of 
alleged fraud and misconduct by the former head 
of the Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi Alliance.

Ghosn, who is out on US$4.5-million bail in 
Japan, is, in turn, pursuing claims against Nissan 
and Mitsubishi who ousted him as chairman of 
their alliance.

Sadly, two more 
magazines close

The past month has seen two long-established 
South African magazines forced to close due to the 
tight economic climate impacting on advertising 
spend. First it was Truck and Bus that closed and 
now it has been followed by Classic Car Africa.

Truck and Bus would have celebrated the 40th 
year of its founding in February 2020. Founder 
Justin Haler established Titan Publications in 1978 
and then, in 1980 launched the Truck and Bus title. 
Justin passed away in January 2011 after a short 
illness and his wife, Cindy, took over the running 
of Truck and Bus until its closure last month. Both 
the magazine and its website have closed.

Classic Car Africa editor Stuart Grant writes: 
“For the past 14 years, I have put my heart and soul 
into Classic Car Africa magazine and have had 
unbelievable support from the writers, photog-
raphers, contributors, partners, subscribers and 
readers. So, it’s extremely sad for me to announce 
that I am forced to shelve the magazine. This is not 
an easy decision as our readership and off-the-shelf 
sales are at an all-time high and the readership 
correspondence and interaction that we receive 
daily is phenomenal. 

“Unfortunately, the survival of a hardcopy 
magazine relies on advertising revenue and the 
current tight economic climate has played havoc in 
this department. Long story short: it is no longer 
financially viable to produce a magazine.

“This doesn’t mean that Classic Car Africa is 
totally disappearing though. It’s been quite a ride 
and will continue with the www.classiccarafrica.
com website taking centre stage and holding 
place as the go-to site for classic car, bike and 
people news, events, features and reader letters,” 
concluded the ever-enthusiastic Grant. ■

Strange-looking Fiat 
500 Mystery

An odd-looking Fiat 500 
with its rear wheels close 
together had an AutoLive 
reader mystified. We 
were able to find out 
what it was all about 
through former col-
league Mark Smyth, who 
now lives in England, 
and his wise contacts 
on Twitter.

It is called an 
Ellenator and is a way for 
16-year-olds in Germany 

to drive a car on public roads. The rear track for a 
single wheel or double wheels, like this example, 
may not exceed 45 cm. In addition, the engine 
must be detuned, so it does not produce more than 
15 kW with top speed limited to 90 km/h. ■

The last copy of Truck & Bus to be published after 

nearly 40 years.

Hard-working editor Stuart Grant says he has 

no option but to close Classic Car Africa due to 

a lack of advertising support to make it viable 

and sustainable.

The odd-looking Fiat 500 in Germany.

continued on next page 
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Localisation is the Key to 
Manufacturing Opportunities

The National Association of Automotive 
Component and Allied Manufacturers 
(NAACAM) says that the key to opportunities 
in the automotive manufacturing sector is in 
deeper localisation of components involving 
Tier 1, 2 and 3 suppliers, according to an article 
by Irma Venter, writing in a recent edition of 
Engineering News.

NAACAM commercial director Shivani Singh 
said that the majority of components used in 
manufacturing built-up vehicles in South Africa 
are currently imported. She suggests that in view of 
the limited number of suppliers to the SA automo-
tive manufacturers at present allied industries need 
to become involved, especially if they have the 
capability and competence.

Venter reported that Diley Naidoo, CEO 
of Madala & Associates, said that manufactur-
ing offers the greatest potential to create jobs at 
respectable pay levels for skilled and semi-skilled 
workers, with an estimated 90% of jobs expected to 
come from small, medium-sized and microenter-
prises (SMMEs) by 2030. ■

Long-running Saga of 
BAIC Continues

The saga around Coega-based Beijing Automotive 
Industry China (BAIC), which has South Africa’s 
Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) as a 
35% shareholder, continues with the announce-
ment of yet another start of semi knocked down 
(SKD) assembly at its plant in the Eastern Cape. 
The plant had been due to start production in the 
first quarter of 2018.

The project was announced with a great 

fanfare and SA Government participation in 
2016, but little has happened other than the 
launch of the D20 small car and X25 SUV which 
were introduced to the local market in 2017 and 
are imported.

SKD production is “about to start”, according 
to an article by Irma Venter in a recent edition of 
Engineering News. The next phase will involve 
the construction of a paint shop as a precursor to 
completely knocked down (CKD) assembly. The 
paint plant is due to be completed in November 
2020. Initial planned production volume is 50 000 
units a year, which can be ramped up to 100 000 
when required.

A new marketing agency has been appointed 
to handle the BAIC brand in South Africa, accord-
ing to the report. BAIC currently has 17 dealer-
ships in South Africa and says it is looking to grow 
this number in the coming months. BAIC does not 
report its sales figures to the Department of Trade, 
Industry and Competition. ■

Snippets

 continued from previous page

People

New Head of Sales and 
Network for FCA

Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) South Africa 
has appointed Ismaeel Hassen as its new Head of 
Sales and Network. Hassen joins FCA amidst a 
big restructure to improve business efficiencies 
and processes in order to ultimately improve the 
customer experience.

No stranger to the FCA family, Hassen returns 
to South Africa after spending just over a decade 
in Oman and the UAE launching many of the 
FCA brands and developing the network with the 
General Distributors. His experience there ex-
tended across Sales, Product, Marketing, Logistics 
and Aftersales – knowledge that will be invaluable 
in improving these areas of FCA in South Africa.

“FCA has an amazing portfolio of brands that 
provide a product for every customer profile. I’m 
equally excited to be back in South Africa as I am 
in making a positive and immediate difference to 

these exciting brands. I will be working closely 
with our current and future network partners to 
ensure that we re-affirm our presence and commit-
ment to the market, offering global award winning 
products with aggressive consumer offerings 
within a customer centric best in class network,” 
said Hassen.

Hassen will take responsibility for the full 
sales function, including new, pre-owned, fleet, 
sales planning and logistics, as well as network 
development and training.

Ferdinand Piëch Des
Ferdinand Piëch, the grandson of Ferdinand 
Porsche, and the person who built Volkswagen into 
a global automotive powerhouse, died on Sunday 
at the age of 82. This Austrian created a huge 
legacy through his leadership of the expanding 
Volkswagen Group and his skills as an engineer.

He first joined Porsche in 1963 after graduat-
ing from university. He led the development of 
the spectacular Porsche 917 that gave Porsche its 
first outright win in the Le Mans 24-hour race 
in 1970. He then left Porsche after an agreement 
that no member of the Piëch or Porsche families 
should be involved in the day-to-day running 
of Porsche.

Piëch then moved to Volkswagen in 1975 
where he worked in the Audi division. He was not 
only responsible for the 80 and 100 series produc-
tion cars but was also very involved in developing 
the Audi Quattro rally car which revolutionised 
that arm of motor sport forever.

He became chairman of Volkswagen’s 
Management Board in 1993 when the company 
was in deep financial trouble. He not only turned 
the company around by developing a modular 
construction system that could be used across all 
the group’s brands, but also went on the acquisi-
tion trail. He added Skoda, Bentley, Bugatti, and 
Lamborghini to the existing Volkswagen, Audi, 
and SEAT car brands. He also added truck makers 
Scania and MAN as well as the premium Ducati 
motorcycle brand, besides helping to forge closer 
relations between Volkswagen and Porsche.

He was forced to retire from his role at the 
head of the Volkswagen Group when he turned 65 
but remained a key figure on the firm’s Supervisory 
Board until his retirement in 2015 as the dieselgate 
scandal started to engulf the automotive giant he 
had helped build. ■
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By RogeR HougHton

As much as R60-billion could be invested in the 
South African vehicle and component manufactur-
ing industries in the next five years according to 
Andrew Kirby, the President of NAAMSA and 
President and CEO of Toyota SA Motors. He 
was a keynote speaker at the annual NAAMSA 
Conference at the Kyalami Conference Centre on 
August 22nd. The conference was co-located by the 
Festival of Motoring, presented by WesBank and 
organised by Messe Frankfurt South Africa.

Kirby said this amount could be made up by 
R40-billion in direct investments by the seven ve-
hicle manufacturers with an additional R20-billion 
going into component making.

He was speaking on the topic “How will 
localisation and transformation create joint 
prosperity and unlock growth?” at a conference 
that had the overriding theme “Re-imagining the 
future together”.

Kirby was very positive in commenting on 
the opening address at the conference by Minister 
of Trade, Industry and Competition, Ebrahim 
Patel. He said that the local motor industry 
was not only leading the drive to increase 

industrialisation in the country but was also a 
major employer with 407 000 people employed 
directly in various aspects of the industry. He 
added that this number can be multiplied by 
a factor of three to make 1.4-million people 
involved either directly or indirectly in the overall 
automotive industry.

The NAAMSA President said the industry 
was currently in a healthy position in terms of 
having a positive balance of trade account with 
the number of exported built-up vehicles and 
components growing steadily. However, he stressed 
the importance of being globally competitive in 
terms of cost, quality, and reliability of supply as 
several other countries were eying South Africa’s 
automotive export markets.

According to Kirby major developments were 
required in the three sectors of the value chain, 
with vehicle manufacturers embracing advanced 
manufacturing technologies to boost productivity 
and quality, while the component sector needed 
to urgently develop Tier 2 and 3 suppliers and the 
dealers and retail sector needed to transform and 
uplift the informal sector.

“Growing production volumes, increasing 
localisation significantly and using the latest tech-
nologies in all aspects of the business are vital to 

transform the South African automotive industry 
and to this end the aim was increase output from 
the 610 000 vehicles made in 2018 to 800 000 in 
2023,” explained Kirby.

“We expect local procurement to grow by 
R12.6-billion in the next five years together with a 
14% increase in direct employment, which equates 
to creating another 16 000 jobs, mainly in the 
component manufacturing sector as local content 
grows from 39% to at least 42%.”

Kirby stressed the importance of collabora-
tion between the various vehicle and component 
manufacturers to enable cost-effective localisation. 
Already 10 joint projects have been identified for 
this process.

He added that raw material beneficiation 
such as making automotive grade steel in SA was 
another priority and he was pleased to hear that 
the local steel industry was currently investigating 
these potentially valuable developments.

The NAAMSA President said that besides 
increasing localisation and direct employment 
the industry is also committed to establishing 
500 Tier 2 and 3 suppliers with 130 of them 
black owned. Here he referred to the importance 
of the Automotive Transformation Fund as a 
key enabler. ■

Potential R60-Billion to be Invested in 
SA Motor Industry Over Next Five Years

Andrew Kirby, the President of NAAMSA and President and CEO of Toyota SA Motors.
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By RogeR HougHton

The demands by consumers are not only changing 
these days but they are also becoming more de-
manding in the way they expect to be treated. This 
was the message from Ghana Msibi, the Executive 
Head of the Motor Division of WesBank, the 
country’s leading vehicle and asset finance house.

Msibi was addressing the large number of 
delegates attracted to the annual NAAMSA 
Automotive Conference, in associated with 
Innovation Group and AutoTrader, held at the 
Kyalami Conference Centre, Midrand, recently. 
The conference was co-located with the Festival of 
Motoring, presented by WesBank, at the Kyalami 
Grand Prix circuit.

He said that despite many changes in the 
way companies did business some consumers 
still thought they were lagging behind in meeting 
their needs.

“I believe the key words we must consider 
today are personalisation, simplification, consist-
ency, relevance – customised around the right 
product at the right time and right price–and 
choice, in the realm of being available anywhere 
and at any time.”

Explained Msibi: “A seismic shift in attitude 
is needed. We must move beyond convenience to 
provide real value, being very aware of the type and 
level of service they enjoy from companies such as 
Amazon, Airbnb, Uber and Google.”

The WesBank senior executive said that the 
theme of this year’s NAAMSA Conference, Re-
imaging the future together, was very apt as what is 
needed is a true partnership between manufactur-
ers or importer, dealers and the banks. “We are all 
totally inter-dependent,” he added.

According to Msibi banks had made big im-
provements in meeting the demands of consumers 
in recent times, such as speeding up the approval 
of loans from days and hours to literally minutes.

In fact, WesBank launched its new digital 
journey at this year’s Festival of Motoring, event, 
which was co-located with the NAAMSA 
Automotive Conference.

WesBank is using the theme ‘Fastest Finance 
Ever’ for its latest offering. One of the components 
of this journey is a digital application that provides 
consumers with a quick and seamless method of 
applying for vehicle finance. It comprises only 
five required data fields and provides an immedi-
ate outcome with further financial guidance on 
their application.

“As the country’s leading vehicle and asset 
finance provider we are excited to introduce our 
new digital journey at the Festival of Motoring, 
as well as announcing our renewed three-year 
agreement of the largest and most prestigious 
motoring event of its kind in South Africa,” 
said Msibi.

“Our new online application will revolutionise 
how consumers apply for vehicle finance, as well 
as how dealers interact with customers during the 
car buying journey. This is by far the fastest finance 
offered by WesBank, allowing for quality leads 
for our valued dealers and an increase in business 
prospects for our OEMs.

“The next step is to be proactive when the time 
comes that loans are settled, by being ready with 
suggestions as to what level of finance will be avail-
able when buying the next car and even what type 
of car might be most suitable. We must be ahead of 
the game,” Msibi concluded. ■

Heightened Demands from Consumers of Tomorrow

Ghana Msibi, the Executive Head of the Motor 

Division of WesBank.

Vehicle tracking and telematics provider, Ctrack, 
has launched Ctrack Driver Mobi in South 
Africa. This enables drivers to view their driving 
behaviour scores from the convenience of their 
internet-enabled smart phones. The scores are 
derived from the journeys they have made over the 
last 30 days.

These scores can then be compared against 
other drivers in the company or against specific 
driver groups within a company. This creates a 
competitive environment that encourages drivers 
to take greater personal responsibility for their 
driving, while simultaneously incentivising 
drivers to better the driving performance of 
their colleagues.

Using a smart mobile URL, the Ctrack Driver 
Mobi service records acceleration, braking, corner-
ing, speeding and idling events every 100 km and 
provides a score from these out of 100. Drivers are 

not able to manually edit their scores; they have to 
drive better in order to achieve better results.

Drivers can view their past trips on maps and 
can also separate and submit business and private 
trip information. Business-only trips can also be 
exported in PDF format for tax purposes.

Furthermore, drivers can complete com-
prehensive vehicle safety checks and can isolate 
vehicles by severity of issues. Driver comments 
can be added if vehicle components reach a critical 
stage of disrepair or damage. This information 
can then be submitted to an appropriate manager 
immediately via email, all from the convenience of 
the driver’s mobile phone.

Ctrack’s Driver Mobi is ideal for small 
and medium-sized businesses and works best 
in situations where multiple drivers drive the 
same vehicle. It greatly assists fleet manag-
ers with odometer corrections and can be 
used to monitor the effectiveness of driver 
training  initiatives.

Ctrack Driver Mobi can be accessed from 
any cell phone with an internet connection. It is 
suitable for use in fleets of any size and works with 
all makes and models of vehicles. ■

Innovative New Service from Ctrack
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As much as the automotive industry has seen 
significant and rapid changes over the last two 
decades, there have been several focus areas that 
have shown only slight variations. Lightstone, the 
provider of data and statistics to the automotive 
industry, revealed that new vehicle dealers in South 
Africa reflected an upward trend from a base of 
1 600 dealers in 1999 to 2 100 dealers in 2014, but 
then declined to 1 700 in 2018. Looking at the com-
mercial scene, dealerships have dropped during the 
same period from 450 in 1999 to 350 in 2018. This 
could be attributed to the contraction of dealer-
ships on a regional level with smaller premises 
located outside of the bigger metro areas. It could 
also be as a result of OEM’s combining brand sales, 
for example selling Renault, Volvo and UD Trucks 
or the merging of Volkswagen SA Trucks and 
Buses into MAN Truck and Bus SA.

In an interesting finding, comparing property 
and vehicle prices from 1999 to 2018, it is peculiar 
to see the cost of these two assets essentially on 
par in 1999. Fast forward to 2018 where an average 
priced property is almost 2.5 times more expensive 
than a new vehicle. “This finding is largely at-
tributed to supply and demand, where properties 
have become sound investments and vehicles lose 
their value fairly quickly,” said Heinrich Coetzee 
from Lightstone.

Vehicle Market Share

During the late 1990’s the top three spots for 
light vehicles was shared by Nissan, Toyota and 

Volkswagen, occupying 47% of the market. In the 
present, results indicate Nissan has been replaced 
by Ford and the three top brands own 51% of the 
market share.

“When it comes to light vehicle brands 
(combination of passenger and light commercial), 
it appears that consumers tend to be brand loyal 
to the bigger brands and possibly opt for the 
vehicle which is, in their opinion, the best buy in 
the long term; especially when taking affordabil-
ity and reliable after sales service into account,” 
Coetzee said.

“Within the commercial market, the complete 
opposite is revealed with enterprise choosing a 
workhorse over a traditional brand. Due to the 
increasing competitive nature of the trade industry 
in South Africa we see companies opting for the 
better deal and choosing value for money, with 
a key driver being fleet cost of ownership and 
de-fleeting costs. Mercedes Benz used to be, and 
remains, at the top in commercial vehicle sales. 
Isuzu Trucks has climbed into second place and 
Hino (a Toyota brand) comes in third.

Growth

With the increase in the number of vehicle brands 
over the past 20 years, it is to be expected that the 
vehicle models will also increase exponentially. 
New vehicle sales experienced a slight increase 
in 2007 and 2008 before the international 
financial crisis, which resulted in a global and 
local recession. The commercial market peaked 

in 2009 – 2010 when South Africa played host to 
the Soccer World Cup and the demand for trade 
vehicles increased.

Lightstone data further reveals how the real 
Weighted Average Price (WAP), which is the infla-
tion adjusted weighted average price, has changed 
over the last 20 years for the top ten brands in 
South Africa.

“The results clearly show a remarkable climb 
of almost 50% in real WAP for Ford, Mazda and 
Toyota, whereas Nissan only experienced growth 
of 4%, and Honda has dropped by 2% since 1999,” 
commented Coetzee.

According to Coetzee the drop in the Honda 
real WAP could mainly be attributed to the 
introduction of the entry level offerings of the 
Amaze and Brio, currently accumulating to 30%. 
“A move such as this will inevitably drop the real 
WAP figures of a brand.”

Over the last twenty years, brands have 
aggressively increased their number of model 
variations, body shapes and vehicle brand entries 
into the market – especially in the premium 
brand segment, with BMW’s brand portfolio 
growing by a whopping 450% and Mercedes Benz 
by 554%. Toyota, Volkswagen and Ford have 
increased their number of available models by 
189%, 281% and 196%, respectively from 1999 
to present. In a very competitive market, brands 
will continue to expand their portfolio in order 
to reach a larger consumer base and gain the lead 
where possible. ■

A Closer Look at the Last Two 
Decades in the Automotive Industry

Weighted average price (light vehicle) vs average residential price
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Hailed as a landmark transformation deal of sig-
nificance to the Isuzu dealer network countrywide, 
the sale of Bates Isuzu Shelly Beach on the South 
Coast is an exemplary model of transformation for 
the entire motor industry in South Africa.

Bates Isuzu Shelly Beach is making history 
by becoming the first Isuzu dealership to be 
100% black-owned, in addition to being 65% 
woman-owned.

While Bates Isuzu Shelly Beach Dealer 
Principal Noel Allchin a year ago had no idea 
that he would be selling the third-generation, 
family-run business which had been operational 
since 1937 in KwaZulu-Natal, today he is extremely 
excited to be a part of the benchmark deal and 
even more so, by what this has meant for the future 
growth of the dealership.

“We have already experienced the value-add of 
our new ownership model with a 45-unit truck sale 
recently. Our new owners, Sipho and Fortunate 
Mdanda, have a genuine desire to succeed in the 
industry, with extensive knowledge of the fleet and 

body-building business and a remarkable amount 
of energy,” said Allchin.

While the 100% transformation deal was a 
complete buy-out by Isipho Capital Holdings, 
Allchin said the Bates team of staff members and 
day-to-day operations of the dealership will remain 
unchanged, with him staying on in an advisory 
capacity for a transitional period. His succes-
sor will be Shaun Bartlett, current Bates Isuzu 
financial director.

“It has been an incredibly positive experi-
ence. Isipho Capital Holdings look for successful 

businesses with whom they share a synergy and 
enhance the business by opening up new markets 
and customers with their extensive business 
networks,” said Allchin.

Negotiations started around August last year, 
and introductions were made by Isuzu Motors 
South Africa. Mdanda was looking for an Isuzu 
dealership and had previous business dealings 
with Allchin.

“The business wasn’t even for sale, but we had 
long discussions and I made a formal expression of 
interest, which he (Allchin) took to his board. We 
eventually came to a mutual agreement and we are 
very excited,” Mdanda said.

The Mdanda husband-and-wife team are 
at the forefront of South Africa’s new wave of 
Black industrialists; consolidating their extensive 
banking and corporate management experi-
ence through various organic and acquisitional 
growth strategies.

“The sale also places a lot of pressure on us in 
terms of the responsibility that goes along with 
such a benchmark deal. It is exciting to show South 
Africa that it can be done,” said Mdanda.

Isuzu Motors South Africa CEO and MD 
Michael Sacke said Isuzu is committed to making 
transformation a business priority.

“We all have a responsibility to help uplift and 
grow our economy. We should always remember 
that an economy cannot grow by excluding people 
and that an economy which is not growing, cannot 
integrate all of its citizens in a meaningful way. 
Transformation will impact the long-term sustain-
ability and growth of our business and also that of 
the dealer network,” said Sacke.

Isuzu Motors South Africa, which was 
established in January last year, is allocating 
resources to its Dealer Development Department 
to assist dealers in achieving their unique 
transformation objectives.

“Transformation is a moral imperative of our 
country. Adjacent to this, it should be viewed as 
a pragmatic growth strategy geared at realising 
the country’s full potential by bringing more 
South Africans into the economic mainstream,” 
said Sacke.

Phase 2 of the Automotive Production and 
Development Programme (APDP) includes 
transformation as applicable to all OEM’s, 
as well as to the entire value chain of the 
automotive industry.

Isuzu Motors South Africa is aiming to be 
awarded a Level 4 B-BBEE Status by 2021. ■

Isuzu Now Has its First 100% 
Black-Owned Dealership in SA

Sipho Mdanda, the new co-owner of Bates Isuzu Shelly Beach.

“We should always remember 
that an economy cannot grow 
by excluding people and that an 
economy which is not growing, 
cannot integrate all of its citizens 
in a meaningful way.”
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By RogeR HougHton

The global vehicle manufacturing and related in-
dustries are facing enormous disruptors at present 
and it is a case of the sustainability and viability of 
these businesses relying on “an ability to manage 
a future not yet defined”. This was the challenge 
highlighted by Douglas Comrie, Managing 
Director of B&M Analysts, a local company 
with international strategic partners that enables 
sustainable growth through innovative solutions in 
various industrial sectors.

Comrie was addressing delegates at the annual 
NAAMSA Automotive Conference, in association 
with the Innovation Group and AutoTrader, at 
the Kyalami Conference Centre, Midrand, on 
August 22nd. This event was co-located with the 
annual Festival of Motoring, organised by Messe 
Frankfurt South Africa at the Kyalami Grand 
Prix Circuit.

“The focus of companies involved in the auto-
motive sector is changing drastically and rapidly, 
with a reported 42% of global OEM investment 
currently going into new mobility technologies 
and services and no longer only into new vehicle 
research and development,” explained Comrie.

“The changes are also leading to many 
alliances in the global automotive industry, many 
of them unexpected liaisons. For instance, BMW 

now has alliances with 11 other 
companies and Toyota 10 of these 
partnerships. They not only involve 
different types of vehicles, such as 
battery electric and autonomous 
driving, but also a host of mobility 
services,” he added.

“In addition, these industries 
have to deal with the decoupling 
of several major world economies, 
such as the import duties spat 
between the United States and 
China and the impending Brexit 
deal in Europe.

“Many of these massive global 
changes currently taking place are 
not in anyone’s control. However, in the case of the 
South Africa’s new Automotive Masterplan this 
vision is in the country’s collective control, which 
will be arguably sufficient to define success or 
failure,” said the senior executive of B&M Analysts.

“We, at B&M Analysts, still see these future 
challenges for the local industry as being very 
daunting and difficult to achieve in the absence of 
economic growth and a virtually stagnant domes-
tic new vehicle market,” commented Comrie.

The international challenges facing the 
global motor industry and the way it was 
adapting were the subject of a keynote address 
by Bruno Grippay, of Nissan International 

where he is the Regional Director Africa-Middle 
East-India, for Connected Cars and Intelligent 
Mobility coordination.

According to Grippay the ultimate objective 
of the latest, multi-modal mobility developments 
would be zero emission vehicles and zero fatalities 
which would enrich lives by being safer, cleaner, 
and stress-free.

He went on to give examples of these new 
developments using Nissan technologies and ve-
hicles, while also saying that the only way forward 
(towards electric mobility) was for the govern-
ment to offer incentives to vehicle manufacturers 
and importers. ■

Motor Manufacturers Must Manage 
A Future Not Yet Defined

Douglas Comrie, Managing 

Driector of B&M Analysts.

Bruno Grippay, of Nissan 

International, who spoke 

about trends in the global 

motor industry in this time of 

rapid change.

Puma Energy Launches Lubricants For SA Consumers

Puma Energy, the global integrated midstream and 
downstream energy company, recently launched 
its new Puma Lubricants product line for the 
local consumer.

Available at Puma Energy retail stations as well 
as through approved partners in the well-known 
spare parts shops and independent retailers, the 
new product line represents what Puma lubricants 
offers a modernised world; an efficient, high-class 
product line for today’s on-the-go lifestyles.

Said Govert Spit, Global Head of lubricants for 
Puma Energy: “Thanks to its advanced technology, 
Puma Energy’s new high-performance lubricants 
provide maximum protection and improved fuel 
consumption, which translate into greater benefits 
for drivers as well as productivity for businesses of 
different industries such as mining, agriculture, 
construction, light and heavy duty transport, and 
the consumer market in general.”

Available in 35 markets worldwide with 
approval from over 25 OEMs, Puma lubricants use 
only state-of-the-art base oils with low sulphur 
concentration and high viscosity index. This 
ensures better performance and enhanced engine 
protection compared to conventional lubricants.

In addition, Puma Energy has pioneered 
new ways to protect the quality of its products 
with innovative packaging designs which 
provide reassurance that the product is genuine 
and authentic. The packaging is designed to 
prevent re-use, which helps eliminate tampering 
and counterfeiting.

With over 800 retail stations, Puma Energy 
has grown to become one of the largest inde-
pendent storage and downstream companies in 
Sub-Saharan Africa. Present from Senegal to South 
Africa, the company is expanding its footprint 
from West to East.

“We continue to invest in growing our retail 
footprint across the country, with more than 130 
retail sites across eight provinces in South Africa,” 
said Eghosa Oriaikhi Mabhena, CEO of Puma 
Energy in Africa. 

In addition, Puma Energy has the capacity 
to provide its clients with a compelling value 
proposition that supports profitability for high 
street customers and lowers the operational costs 
for Business-2-Business customers. With a direct 
Puma organisation in each market, customers 
can count on quicker and better support and 
knowledge from their suppliers.

“Our customers can rely on Puma Energy to 
manage an integrated offering of OEM approved 
lubrication products and services resulting in 
tailored programmes that create value, improve 
maintenance practices and reduce the total cost of 
ownership,” Mabhena concluded. ■
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Working Wheels

FUSO Trucks, a part of Daimler Trucks & Buses 
Southern Africa has added four new models to 
its line-up and has facelifted five of its existing 
models with significant and technologically 
advanced features.

The new models are the FI12-170, the 
FJ18-280S (short wheelbase), the FJ18-280L (long 
wheelbase) and the FJ26-280.

“FUSO Trucks is not only committed to 
expanding its product offering with new models, 
but is also strongly committed to ensuring that the 
existing product offering is constantly improved 
to meet changing customer demands,” said Ziyad 
Gaba, Head of FUSO Trucks Southern Africa.

With the introduction of the new models 
FUSO has introduced a number of fresh features 
to ensure their FUSO customers enjoy superior 
performance and safety, along with improved 
driver comfort.

An E-viscous fan with intermittent operation 
improves fuel efficiency by reducing the load on 
the engine. Variable engine rpm control provides 
demand-based rpm settings.

For the ease of operation there is a differ-
ential lock buzzer. Cruise control has also been 
added, providing fatigue-free driving and greater 
fuel efficiency.

To add comfort to the cabin environment 
a solar windshield prevents excess sunlight and 

avoids increase in cabin tem-
perature. Additional cabin roof 
storage provides more space for 
the driver’s convenience. A sound 
system with USB port and FM 
radio brings music and news to 
the driver’s finger tips making 
these FUSO models a home away 
from home.

LED lamps have been installed 
in the cabin for better illumination 
and improved aesthetics. It is also 
a safer option to have a bright 
interior during night-time stops.

A pendant-type brake pedal 
provides ease of driving, comfort 
and improvement ergonomics.

A seat-belt reminder is another feature for 
added safety. For better visibility during night-time 
driving the new dual chamber headlamps with 
daytime running lights (DRL) also adds to further 
improved safety.

Said Gaba: “We continue to grow in the 
various market segments in which we compete as 
a result of constantly being in close contact with 
our customers. This means we know that one of 
the major challenges that customers face is the 
inherent complexity of operating in the current 
transport industry. Simplicity applies to providing 
vehicles that are flexible, allowing for a wide num-
ber of applications. Superior trucks are crucial to 
all the market segments. Customers also demand 
we provide them with simply better trucks in order 
to achieve their objectives.” ■

Grip-Tech, the company which manufactures and 
distributes the Auto-Grip range of mechanical 
anti-theft solutions for motor vehicles, has per-
fected a new spare wheel lock for the Volkswagen 
Caddy, Transporter, and Caravelle/Kombi range 
of vehicles.

The lock system, like other Auto-Grip spare 
wheel locks (including the spare wheel lock for 
Amarok) is made from hardened, tempered 
steel and features a locking bolt with a multi-pin 
stainless steel key, which is almost pick-proof. The 
device bolts the spare wheel carrier to the chassis of 
the vehicle, making it almost impossible to remove 
without the correct adapter key, which has over 
1 000 possible combinations. The bolt itself is made 
from Grade 8.8 steel.

Said Manuel Reis, owner of Grip-Tech: “The 
theft of underslung spare wheels is still being 
seen as an easy source of income for some, with 
a ready market for stolen tyres. What makes the 

theft of a spare even worse is the fact that the 
loss is usually only discovered in an emergency, 
compounding the problem. The only thing worse 
than being forced to stop because of a puncture 
is stopping and discovering that the spare is 
missing too.”

The new addition to the Auto-Grip range 
fits all Caddy vans and Caddy Maxi passenger 
vehicles from 2003 onwards. The same device is 

also suitable for the front-wheel drive version of the 
Volkswagen Transporter T5 (introduced to SA in 
2009) and current-generation T6, on sale here in 
various guises since 2015. It is a model of simplicity 
and a single lock fits all these vehicles, irrespective 
of tyre size and wheel style.  

The Auto-Grip spare wheel lock costs R351 can 
be ordered direct from Auto-Grip’s website:  
www.auto-grip.co.za, or from Volkswagen 
dealerships and VESA-approved fitment centres. 
For additional information contact Grip-Tech on 
011 466 6400 or admin@grip-tech.com ■

FUSO Model Range Extended

VW Commercials Get the Grip-Tech Treatment

“The only thing worse than 
being forced to stop because 
of a puncture is stopping and 
discovering that the spare is 
missing too.”

Simplicity applies to providing 
vehicles that are flexible, ... 
Superior trucks are crucial to all 
the market segments.
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Working Wheels

Following a downsizing process to become even 
more efficient, Gay Transport was in a position 
earlier this year to acquire new trucks. The family 
business is currently managed by Jacques Botha, 
who took over the reigns from his father Ben.

It was important to Botha that the new vehicles 
he acquired matched the company’s efficient, pro-
ductive business philosophy, which explains why 
Gay Transport took delivery of its first two Daewoo 
Maximus trucks in March of this year. Both trucks 
were subsequently put through a testing phase and, 
having passed the company’s evaluation period 
with aplomb, two more Daewoo Maximus 6×4 
truck tractors were added to the company’s mixed 
fleet in June.

Reflecting on the decision to buy the four 
Daewoo trucks, Jacques Botha explained that his 
quest for efficiency and cost containment led him 
to Daewoo Trucks, whose vehicles are specced with 
Cummins engines and either Eaton or ZF gear-
boxes – brands that his company has solid working 
experience with and sound knowledge of.

Today his Daewoo trucks are used to deliver 
various loads to Cape Town, Durban and Tzaneen, 

as well as cross-border into eSwatini and Lesotho. 
With service intervals of 30 000 km, the first two 
Daewoo trucks in his fleet have already completed 
their first minor services.

“The fuel consumption on these trucks is 
great. We run at about 2.25 litres/km at this stage, 
pulling tautliner trailers across the country,” he 
said. “The next best thing is the 24-volt electrical 
system, which is a significant upgrade over the 
12-volt systems used with this engine by other 
truck brands. I can’t see there being any problems 
with this anymore.”

The 14.9-litre Cummins engine used in the 
Maximus is both powerful and reliable. “Long hills 
are ascended comfortably, meaning our average 
speeds are superior. My drivers complain because 
the trucks, as per government regulation, are 
governed to 80 km/h,” Botha joked.

Botha added that by using a European style 
cab, the Daewoo driving experience is also a 
noteworthy characteristic. “These types of cabs 
are comfortable, and our drivers know them 
well. They know where the torque from the 
engine is. We haven’t had to use any breakdown 

services yet, but I must say the Daewoo service 
department is right up there with the best in 
the industry.”

Daewoo Assist, a 24/7 call centre is in place to 
assist with any issues that might arise on the road 
and parts are always available from the dedicated 
Daewoo parts facility. In fact, there are 91 touch 
points dedicated to serving the brand throughout 
the country.

“The maintenance contracts are also highly 
impressive, right up to 600 000 km. This is fantastic 
for our operating costs and is superior to the indus-
try norm of 500 000 km. Everything is included, 
there are no hidden costs. These days in transport 
if you can have set costings, you can manage a 
good business,” Botha argued.

Since Gay Transport was established in 1965, 
the Botha family has been focused on developing a 
company with exceptional ethics. With more than 
50 years of experience in the transport industry, 
the company is well recognised not only across 
South Africa, but also in neighbouring Botswana, 
eSwatini and Lesotho.

The company’s mixed fleet hauls superlink 
flat-deck trailers and tautliners for several leading 
Blue Chip companies. Its drivers are profes-
sional and equipped with the necessary skills to 
exceed customer expectations, while ensuring 
consistent delivery.

Botha has always prioritised professionalism 
and it’s little wonder that the company recently 
achieved RTMS (Road Transport Management 
System) certification.

“We are definitely going to buy more Daewoo 
Maximus trucks. We will also replace a few of 
them next year, depending on the number of 
kilometres they’ve been driven. I think Daewoo 
Trucks has a bright future in this country. They 
have a good truck on the road. So far, so good. I’m 
very happy,” concluded Botha. ■

Daewoo Trucks Meet Gay Transport Values
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RentMyRide, the Cape Town pioneer of peer-to-
peer vehicle rentals has launched a new service that 
allows dealers and vehicle rental companies to rent 
out their vehicles on the its digital platform.

The new service is called the RentMyRide 
Professional Fleet Owner Service division and 
it is built on the same digital peer-to-peer rental 
platform that has facilitated over 15 000 vehicle 
rentals since its founding in 2014.

“In the last five years, we have seen more and 
more South Africans enter the sharing economy 
by listing their cars on www.rentmyride.co.za and 
making money from it when they are not using 
their cars themselves. Over time, we have seen 
some users build businesses on our platform by 
adding more than one car to start their own small 
rental fleet,” said Sebastian Brokmann, founding 
member and CEO of the company.

Brokmann explained that they started fielding 
calls from vehicle dealers and vehicle fleet owners 
who saw the success of the platform and wanted to 
list their dormant stock on RentMyRide. This has 
led to the creation of the new Professional Fleet 
Owner Service division.

The new service is geared for companies listing 
a number of vehicles, including lower per-vehicle 
commission and fleet management services such 
as the picking-up and dropping off of vehicles. The 

company has also created a fleet service desk to 
help facilitate rentals for larger fleet owners.

The company is testing the new service with 
Pace Car Rental, which is in beta phase with its 
fleet of rental vehicles. It is also in talks with other 
dealer and vehicle rental groups who want to trail 
the system in different provinces.

RentMyRide is currently available in 
Bloemfontein, East London, Port Elizabeth, Cape 
Town, Durban, Pretoria and Johannesburg. Vehicle 
owners can register on the system and list their 
vehicles in a couple of minutes. RentMyRide will 
facilitate the background check of potential clients 
and facilitate the booking and payment.

According to Brokmann, many of the inter-
ested dealers and car rental companies are excited 
about using slow moving stock to generate cash 
flow. Others have enquired about the ability to use 
the vehicle rental system to get potential customers 
in a car for an “extended test drive”.

RentMyRide claims that its service al-
lows people to rent a vehicle for any period of 
time for on average 40% less than traditional 
rental companies who have to absorb the holding 
costs of large fleets and multiple offices. It also 
reduces costs by digitising the entire booking 
process and handling the background checks on 
potential customers.

“Our challenge at the moment is to provide 
enough vehicles for interested customers. Many 
are tourists from abroad, who have become used 
to services such as Turo in the US or SnappCar 
in Europe, and they are looking for something 
equally convenient and affordable in South Africa,” 
said Brokmann.

“We trust that the new Professional Fleet 
Owner Service will help us meet this need and 
help businesses to turn their dormant fleets into a 
steady, cash-flow stream. At the same time, we will 
continue to market to individuals and help them 
earn extra income from their assets.” ■

South African Peer-to-Peer 
Service Opens to Dealers

Sebastian Brokmann, founding member and CEO 

of RentMyRide.

Twice as many used cars are bought in South Africa every year than new ones and the 2019 Gumtree Autos Pre-Owned Awards uniquely acknowledge that reality 
by giving local pre-owned car buyers an accessible guide for their choices. The 
prestigious awards, now in their third year, will be announced on 29 October at 
a gala event in Johannesburg.

From Budget City Cars < R130 000 to Large Luxury SUVs, an expert panel 
of judges will consider a shortlist of five finalists in 12 different categories. 
The judging criteria will include interior quality, standard features, durability, 
performance, both fuel and maintenance economy, and resale value. Only 2017 
models with at least six months of depreciation data were considered.

Said Gumtree Autos’ Jeff Osborne: “These are real world awards for the cars 
that most South Africans buy using the factors that truly matter to them.”

Volkswagen was the big winner in 2018 – taking five categories – but 
Osborne believes the competition is getting hotter every year. “There’s a wide 
range of brands in every category shortlist with the Hatchbacks and the SUVs 
being the most tightly contested.”

There are also People’s Choice Awards which can be voted for on  
www.gumtree.co.za. ■

Which Will be the Best Pre-Owned 
Cars to Buy in 2019?
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Events

Concours South Africa returns to Steyn 
City Parkland Residence, from 30 August to 
1 September, for the second consecutive year.

Showcasing a stunning array of classic cars, 
together with some of the finest modern luxury 
motor vehicles, Concours South Africa is the 
epitome of elegance and style.

Commencing Friday evening with the 
induction of Graham Duxbury and Basil Green 
into the SA Hall of Fame, Concours SA will see 
the sub-continent’s best motorcars vying for 
the cherished Best of Show accolade, awarded at 
Sunday’s prize giving.

As a special highlight, the complete Rolls-
Royce model range will be on show at the event. 
McLaren, Aston Martin and Pagani will also be 
represented, courtesy of the Daytona Group, in 
the form of a McLaren Senna, a few select Aston 
Martins, and – celebrating the 20th anniversary of 
Horacio Pagani’s first creation – the Zonda.

Honouring South African Specials – a new 
Concours category for 2019 – a minimum of three 
Opel Kadett Superboss from the early 90s will 
sit alongside some rare BMWs, including a 745i 

Art Car. The only 7-series in the world that was 
authorised by BMW Munich for Group II racing, 
this unique car has recently been “arted-up” by 
renowned painter, Sam Nglengethwa. Guests 
will also have the chance to ogle at least two Ford 
Peranas, as well as the iconic Alfa GTV6 3 litre.  

Concours South Africa will once again 
donate proceeds from entry fees to QASA, 
the Quadriplegic Association of South Africa. 
Entrance tickets will NOT be available at the en-
trance to Steyn City but can be purchased on-line 
at www.concourssouthafrica.com. ■

It’s Concours Time this Weekend!

The calm and serenity of the fishing town of Dullstroom in Mpumalanga will, 
from 5 to 8 September, be punctured by the distinctive sounds of BMW’s boxer 
engines. A little more than 250 km outside Johannesburg, the picturesque 
Dullstroom will play host to BMW GS riders during the 2019 national BMW 
Motorrad GS Trophy qualifiers.

As before, this year’s BMW Motorrad GS Trophy includes an array of on- 
and off-road routes at various difficulty levels ranging from green to black, to 
test participants’ riding.

A highlight on BMW Motorrad owners’ calendars, the event will also wel-
come participants from the eight regional teams across South Africa who have 
triumphed in their respective selection processes. The top regional, female and 
media challengers will be selected to form the six-person Team South Africa 
that will contest the seventh edition of the BMW Motorrad International GS 
Trophy on both New Zealand’s North and South Island from 9 – 16 February, 
2020.

“The GS Trophy remains the chief opportunity for BMW Motorrad to 
engage our unique blend of GS owners, to share in their passion for riding, and 
to give them the chance to take their motorcycles to some of the best routes this 
country has to offer. In the spirit of BMW Motorrad, the GS Trophy will again 
have all the elements to make life a ride,” said Edgar Kleinbergen, General 
Manager of BMW Motorrad South Africa.

Registration for this year’s BMW Motorrad GS Trophy costs R2 000 and 
includes a GS Trophy riding shirt, marshalled routes with emergency medical 

services, all dinners, and live entertainment. Participants will have to arrange 
their accommodation.

Most regional dealerships will organise and host ride outs to Dullstroom 
for their customers. Interested riders are advised to contact their local dealers 
for details.

For more information on this year’s BMW Motorrad GS Trophy event 
visit: http://gstrophy.co.za/. ■

BMW Motorrad GS Trophy to 
Descend on Dullstroom
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